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Executive Summary 

The purpose of this document is to describe the datasets generated by the tools developed in 
WP2 and WP4 over the use cases of WP6. As mentioned in the DoA, these datasets are 
provided as-is, in order for interested third-party to get a first impression of the kind of 
information that can be provided by the tools. It should not be considered as the final output of 
the tools on the use cases. 

 

Contributing tasks of this WP All WP6 tasks (T6.1, T6.2, T6.3, T6.4) 

Related deliverables of this WP D6.1  

Input from other WP(s) WP2, WP4 

Output to other WP(s) - 

 

For each use-case, this document briefly presents in which ways the tools were applied to the 
code of the use-case, notably the version of the source which has been targeted, as well as 
how the results can be reproduced.  

The datasets themselves are hosted on Zenodo and reachable from the Decoder community 
page (https://zenodo.org/communities/decoder_project/). 

As a quick summary, the following table indicates which tools were applied to which use case: 

 

Tool Use case A Use  case B Use case C Use case D 

Lima     

Variable misuse 
detection 

 X   

Code  
summarization 

X X   

Excavator (code 
annotation for 

formal 
verification 

X    

Java Parser   X  

Antlr4    X 

JMLGen   X X 

Traceability Links   X  

TESTAR    X  

GUI Tool   X  

 

  

https://zenodo.org/communities/decoder_project/
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

D6.2 briefly describes the initial results obtained by applying the NLP tools from WP2, WP3 

and WP4 to the use-cases of WP6. The main part of this deliverable D6.2 consists in those 

initial datasets themselves that are made available at an early phase of development in order 

to let potentially interested third parties have a first overview of the kind of information that can 

be obtained from these tools, and the format in which it will be made available. The complete 

datasets will be made available at the end of the project. 

This document represents a revised version (V1.1) that integrates the comments and 

recommendations made at the second project review in April 2021. 

1.2 Overall organization of the document 

This document is structured around the DECODER use cases. For each of them - namely 

Linux drivers (use case A), openCV (use case B), MyThaiStar (use case C), and OW2’s 

selected Java projects (use case D) - a summary of how the tools were applied, and on which 

version of the corresponding source code, is given first, with enough information to reproduce 

the experiments. Then the results given by the tools are briefly described.  

The datasets themselves are available on Decoder’s community page on Zenodo 

(https://zenodo.org/communities/decoder_project/). 

 

https://zenodo.org/communities/decoder_project/
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2 Use Case A 

Use Case A is about applying DECODER tools / methodology to embedded use cases. We 

choose two embedded linux drivers: 

AT91SAM9 embedded linux watchdog driver 

A small driver controlling a watchdog device. This driver acts as an example for small (1 source 

code file) but high critical driver. It is written in C programming language. 

E1000E embedded linux ethernet driver 

A fairly huge driver controlling an ethernet device. This driver acts as an example for a big (lots 

of source code files) but medium / low critical driver. It is also written in C programming 

language. 

The goal is to leverage DECODER tools to ease life of driver developers. On the one hand 

side, we aim at improving verification efforts for embedded devices with high safety criticality.  

Therefore, CEA developed an excavator tool preparing C source code files for an analysis 

with Frama-C framework.  

On the other side, SYSGO took part in TREE’s code summarization (Task 2.4) and created a 

small tool to prepare / annotate source code files for machine learning aided entity recognition. 

This task is described in more detail in Use Case B lead by TREE. 

Datasets related to Use Case A are available on Zenodo at https://zenodo.org/record/4383876. 

2.1 Generation of Use Case data 

Annotation Tool 

For task 2.4, we developed a small tool parsing C source code files and creating a list of tokens 

using clang compiler from LLVM. Based on a list of relevant entities associated with number 

values in a yaml file, this tool uses pygments to create a sequence of comma separated values 

representing sequence of relevant C entities like keywords, punctuation, C-identifier, numerical 

values and so on. The result of this process is then fed to a machine learning algorithm.  

Excavator Tool 

In order to analyze drivers using Frama-C framework, binary code files need to be prepared. 

E.g. linux functions in linux driver code need to be stubbed to prevent Frama-C analyzing  

whole linux system. For the small watchdog driver consisting of one C source file, this was 

done manually. However it was clear that this process will not be feasible for a bigger code 

base and needs to be automated. Therefore CEA developed excavator tool. Excavator digs 

for DWARF debugging information in ELF binaries.  

https://zenodo.org/record/4383876
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2.2 Usage of Use Case data 

Annotation Tool 

Results of annotation tool is fed into an machine learning algorithm to recognize entities that 

appear together.  

Excavator Tool 

Data generated with excavator tool is used to be able to automatically analyze C source code 

with Frama-C, improving the overall code quality. 

2.3 Data format 

Annotation Tool 

Data format of annotation tool is a huge string of comma separated values, representing the 

structure of entities in a C source file.  

Excavator Tool 

Excavator Tool takes a config file in JSON format and an ELF binary with DWARF debugging 

information as input.  

Below is the configuration used for the Demo, see also File 

 

 

Figure 1: Workflow of excavator otol 
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[`config.json`](demo_excavator/config.json): 

        { 

            "binary" : "vmlinux", 

            "sources" : 

            [ 

                "drivers/watchdog/at91sam9_wdt.c" 

            ], 

            "builtin-functions" : 

            [ 

                "snprintf", 

                "sprintf", 

                "sscanf", 

                "strcspn", 

                "strncasecmp", 

                "strncat", 

                "vsnprintf", 

                "strspn", 

                "bcmp", 

                "fabs" 

            ], 

            "output" : "out.c", 

            "verbose" : true, 

            "dwarf-html-output-dir" : "dwarf" 

        } 

As result, a reverse engineered C souce file with Frama-C annotations is created, ready for 

Frama-C analysis. 
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3 Use Case B 

OpenCV has many competing implementations for doing similar tasks (e.g. image recognition 

in Human-Robot Interaction applications). For a developer, it is hard to judge about the quality 

of these different implementations and it is necessary for the maintenance phase to have a 

high-level understanding of code’s functionality, as well as in the programming phase where 

inherited code can be difficult to understand. 

In this deliverable, two AI tools – namely, variable misuse and code summarization, are used 

to illustrate how DECODER can contribute to the improvement of the software development 

process. Knowing that these tools are under development in WP2, the AI models used to 

generate the results will still be enhanced/refined in subsequent iterations until the final version 

is reached. 

Another chain of tools – annot-gen, doc_to_asfm and formal_debug – helps at synchronizing 

the documentation, the code and the high-level properties. It is applied to modules of 1 kloc to 

20 kloc. Since the approach is modular, it should scale up to the entire OpenCV code by 

considering an abstraction of the low-level C++ code. 

Datasets related to Use Case B are available on Zenodo at https://zenodo.org/record/4333362. 

Variable misuse 

Variable misuse is a new tool implemented in task T2.3 “Information extraction from sources 

code” with the main objective of localizing and repairing incorrect uses of variables within the 

code in order to improve programmer’s productivity and software quality. 

We use pointer-network models to perform joint prediction of both the location and the repair 

of bugs. The model first uses an LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) recurrent neural network 

as an encoder of the input program tokens. The encoder states are then used to train two 

pointers: the first pointer corresponds to the location of the bug, and the second pointer 

corresponds to the location of the repair variable. 

Code summarization 

The code summarization task in T2.4 consists in automatically summarizing source code 

methods by means of sequence-to-sequence deep learning models. The current architecture 

employed to achieve this task is the encoder-decoder neural network, with an additional 

attention layer, which is widely used in developing deep learning language models for machine 

translation, text summarization, image captioning, among others. 

By interacting with the PKM, an API (Application Programming Interface) would serve the 

developed models by retrieving methods from the PKM and write new annotated files, 

containing the NL (Natural Language) descriptions at the beginning of each method. 

First use case description 

A new member, Anne Douglas, has recently joined the Computer Vision team at Tree 

Technology. She has been assigned to upgrade and extend a previous project in the field of 

robotics. For this, she will re-use existing OpenCV code (C++ language) as well as develop 

https://zenodo.org/record/4333362
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her own classes to provide novel functionalities. Unfortunately, the developers who 

implemented the existing OpenCV code are no longer with the company and there are not any 

other experts that may help her. Perhaps a couple of colleagues, Juan García and Marie 

Lafayette can offer support with specific areas. 

In order to make the whole adaptation process less cumbersome, it was decided to take 

advantage of DECODER’s tools and central platform. 

 Step 1: The collection of existing OpenCV source code connected with her project (80 

source code files) is analyzed [Input_source_code_1] with the variable misuse tool 

developed in task T2.3 to identify possible bugs that were not detected in the past. 

Incorrect variables in the source code are repaired [Output_variable_misuse_1]. In 

particular, two bugs were detected and repaired in two different source code files 

(096.cpp and 091.cpp) as shown below: (top) function with the error – bug highlighted 

in red – and (bottom) repaired function – repaired variable highlighted in red. 

 

Source code file: 096.cpp (before and after  using the “Variable misuse” tool) 

 

 

 

Source code file 091.cpp (before and after  using the “Variable misuse” tool) 
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 Step 2: Once variable misuse is finished, the resulting set of source code files is 

processed with the code summarization tool developed in task T2.4 to produce an 

automatic summarization of the functions. This means that a brief descriptive sentence 

will be added at the beginning of those functions with no summary at all, and a more 

accurate description will be available for those functions with incomplete summaries 

[Output_code_summarization_1]. 

 Step 3: The previous steps should result in a better overview and easier understanding 

of the available source code for re-use. Anne can now start developing her own code. 

She will do so with a class consisting of five functions [Input_source_code_2].  

 Step 4: Before integrating her code with the other files and compile it, she runs both 

DECODER tools again over her methods:  

◦ A misuse of one variable (input_cloud) is found in Example_005.cpp 

[Output_variable_misuse_2]. Anne finds that the original variable is not correct but, 

after carefully examining the code, she realizes that the one proposed by the tool 

(descriptor_types) does not fit either, so she replaces descriptor_types with 

output_descriptor. She is confident that as more source code files become 

available, a more robust and accurate model could be built. 

 

Source code file Example_005.cpp  (location of the bug detected by the variable  

misuse tool) 
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◦ None of Anne’s functions included a summary at the beginning. This was made on 

purpose to explore how the code summarization tool works. She is quite happy with 

the results for her 5 functions [Output_code_summarization_2]: 

▪ function to compute the normal vectors to a pcl surface 

using mls approach 

▪ function to get a distance threshold parameter of the class 

▪ callback function to perform a rotation and translation of 

a cloud 

▪ main function to remove the path of a cloud 

▪ function to compute shot descriptors in not colour cloud 

 Step 5: Anne merges her code with the existing OpenCV source code and continues 

the development and validation process. 

 Step 6: Anne is confident in the algorithms she wrote, but the users report some bugs 

related to an incremental constraint solver algorithm that provides some erroneous 

results. This algorithm is complex and it seems to provide correct solutions with a small 

number of constraints and a small number of variables. She corrects some bugs, but 

the users still report new and more complex bugs. At the end, she decides to verify 

exhaustively her implementation and to explain in the documentation in which cases it 

works and how. 

 Step 7: Anne documents her code with doxygen1 and applies annot-gen to generate 

formal annotations from her documentation. Since the source files grow and the new 

comments hide the implementation, she uses the PKM of DECODER to separate her 

source code into 3 artifacts enabling to manage them separately and more 

conveniently: the code, the documentation and the formal annotations. Building her 

project is now quicker since a modification in the documentation no longer requires to 

recompile the code but only for sake on consistency between artefacts. With this 

structure, she knows that she can ask the PKM to retrieve some specific parts (e.g. a 

method and its annotation and documentation). For the documentation work, she 

prefers to use the Libreoffice2 editor, helping her to insert smart schemas that have 

meaning in a robotic context. 

 Step 8: Anne now tries to understand how her algorithm transforms the constraints and 

manages the different cases. For efficiency reasons, she prefers to quickly see the 

effects of the transformations on the constraints using formal_debug, rather than 

imagine the different scenarios. Hence, she writes a description of the constraints in 

the Graphical Specification Language of DECODER. For this she launches the formal 

interactive debugger formal_debug on her code with the preconditions provided by 

annot-gen. She follows the different scenarios by choosing some branches in the code, 

while saving the other branches for future explorations. For each case, she obtains an 

animation that she copies/pastes into the Jupyter Notebook which is part of the code 

                                                

1 https://www.doxygen.nl/index.html 

2 https://www.libreoffice.org/ 

https://www.doxygen.nl/index.html
https://www.libreoffice.org/
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documentation format. She corrects some bugs and explicitly writes in the user’s 

documentation that some specific cases are not yet implemented whereas some other 

cases are out of the scope of the preconditions. 

 Step 9: After some refinement work and iterations on her algorithm, Anne verified that 

her algorithm returns an adequate answer on all cases and released a new version. 

Then, the number of bug reports drastically decreases and she is left mainly with 

requests of future extensions of her algorithm. She has more interesting discussions 

with the users and she now manages the extensions by regularly looking at the 

traceability matrix of DECODER to make sure everything is in sync. 

3.1 Generation of Use Case data 

This section is split into four sub-sections. The first three sections address one of the AI tools 

and two further sections on annotations. 

3.1.1 Variables misuse 

Source code files must be tokenized and indexed before using them as inputs of the model. 

This tool outputs two binary vectors corresponding to each pointer after processing the 

corresponding input dataset and applying the implemented model: 

 The predicted vector for ‘Location’ is 1 at the position where the model finds a bug 

and 0 otherwise. If the model predicts that there are no bugs, this vector points to the 

first position of the program. 

 For ‘Repair’, vector of predictions marks as 1 the location of the variable predicted by 

the model (as correct for the location of the bug). Unlike the ‘Location’ vector created 

above, this one only points a single position, not all the locations of the correct variable. 

This information is used to generate the output source code file in which the detected bugs 

are replaced with the suggested correct variable. 

3.1.2 Code summarization 

Similarly to the variables misuse tool, the code summarization tool performs a pre-processing 

step of the input OpenCV source code, i.e. a collection of source code methods associated 

with the NL descriptions of their functionalities. Source code files are tokenized using 

Pygments to extract source code units. Afterwards word-level tokenization and identifier 

splitting is applied to both methods and natural language descriptions. Finally, the vocabularies 

are built to represent the tokenized sequences of methods and descriptions to train the 

encoder-decoder network. 

The generation of the results is based on the inference of the previously trained AI model, 

which requires as input the dictionaries stored in JSON format as well as trained encoder and 

decoder in h5 format. 

This tool produces an annotated snippet as output for each of the input source code files. The 

output source code file is an annotated source code file with the same code as the input but 

with the resulting annotations just before the definition of the function. The name of the original 
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source code file is appended with “_annotated” to make it distinguishable from the not 

annotated ones. 

3.1.3 Generation of annotations 

The OpenCV documentation is preprocessed by the AI tool annot-gen. It looks for the following 

elements: 

 the class invariants  

 the pre-conditions of functions / methods, 

 the post-conditions of functions / methods 

 sequences of functions/methods call,. 

It tries then to translate the resulting documentation into (semi-)formal annotations. The 

generated class invariants are formal, whereas the generated sequence of methods calls 

makes up a generic object and is only an aid to elaborate future verification scenarios. 

The generation of the formal annotations is based on custom algorithms and on NLP tools 

applied to previously trained models. 

3.1.4 Consolidation of the documentation, the annotations and the code 

This consolidation is a preparation work for the formal verification work. The central artefact is 

the documentation and the user should be methodical and talkative at writing it. For that s/he 

can use graphical editors as Libreoffice or MS Word – the amount of text/schemas/formatted 

sections is often too large and complex to be put in the source code for a doxygen processing. 

The DECODER Documentation Format incites the user to the following: 

 write an introductive text and to define a graphical representation of every class 

involved in the module to document; this graphical representation should reflect the 

class invariant. 

 document every field of the class and its usage from the different methods, 

 consolidate the invariant description in natural language in order to obtain good results 

with annot-gen, 

 document every method to indicate in which context it is used. Such documentation 

should contain specific sections like: 

o the preconditions (to be processed by annot-gen) and the functions that are 

called before it, 

o the postconditions (to be processed by annot-gen) and the functions that are 

called after it, 

o how the method transforms the data-structures (this section will becomesome  

animations in formal_debug or the gdb extension described in D3.4 “Semi-

Automatic Generation of ASFM”)  

During the writing of the documentation, the user can correct the code to make it consistent 

with the documentation. 

At the end, s/he stores the improved Libreoffice (or Word) documentation into the PKM thanks 

to the tool doc_to_asfm. It enables to retrieve them by the NLP tools. 
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3.1.5 Synchronization of the documentation, the annotations and the code 

The introduction of formal verification starts with formal_debug, the interactive formal debugger 

of DECODER. To optimize its usage, it is interesting to write a graphical description of the 

class to debug in the Graphical Specification Language of DECODER. If no such description 

exists, the default representation uses a box for a struct type, a single cell for a basic type 

like int, char, adjacent cells for an array type and an arrow for a pointer type. The 

encapsulation of boxes provides hints about the ownership of the fields. 

The user has then to drive the formal debugging session. It starts from the entry point of a 

method / function with the available information about the parameters and the state of the 

object. Other assumptions about the parameters will be added on the fly during the session. 

Driving the formal debugging session means: 

 choosing or not a path in the control flow graph to follow. For instance, the first if 

instruction usually can take the then and the else branch if the formal evaluation of 

the condition is not proven to be always true or always false, 

 simplify to generate loop invariants that can be proven by induction, but sufficiently 

simple and meaningful to be understandable by the user. Indeed, the symbolic 

formulas tends to explode if no adequate simplification is applied. A simplification of 

a formula like (a+b)(a+b)-2ab where a, b are symbolic values in the interval [0, 

10] could be aa + bb, [0, 100] + bb, aa + [0, 100], or [0, 200].  

 adding breakpoints on the interesting instructions to display and inspect the data 

structures before and after the instructions, 

 building formulas expressing the relationships between the variables of the program. 

Such formulas are then assembled and lead iteratively to a new candidate of loop 

invariant. 

The  formulas of the debug session are recorded and the above process stopped and 

continued at a later time. 

3.1.6 Generation of annotations 

The tool annot-gen produces temptative formal ACSL++ annotations whose destination is the 

PKM annotationsACSLPP collection. After their automatic injection in the source code, C++ 

static analysis tools like Frama-Clang can check their compliance with the code and formal 

debugging tools like formal_debug can improve them through debugging sessions. The former 

is not mandatory as the tool is not yet on par with the latest C++ standards but only a subset 

of C++11. 

3.1.7 Consolidation of the documentation, the annotations and the code 

doc_to_asfm generates the documentation artifact in ASFM format. It is then merged in the 

PKM with the existing documentation. 

The output of doc_to_asfm is useful for annot-gen to generate formal annotations. Moreover, 

if the documentation contains formal annotations, the output can serve as training material for 

annot-gen to increase in turn its precision. 
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3.1.8 Synchronization of the documentation, the annotations and the code 

formal_debug produces few outputs. It is mainly an aid for the developer and the reviewer to 

understand the code and to prepare its formal verification. 

It helps the developer: 

 to produce a graphical description of the class invariant in the Graphical Specification 

Language.  

 to correct the code and the formal annotations when needed. 

formal_debug can also export ACSL++ annotations to be formally proven with the static 

analyzer Frama-Clang, 

Finally, it records the user’s decision with the analysis context in which these decisions have 

been elaborated allowing to stop and later complete the debug session . 

3.1.9 Datasets 

The following datasets are provided: 

 [Input_source_code_1]: OpenCV source code (*.cpp) collection of the project on which 

Anne is currently working. 

 [Output_variable_misuse_1]: OpenCV source code (*.cpp) collection repaired after 

applying the variable misuse tool. 

 [Output_code_summarization_1]: OpenCV source code (*_annotated.cpp) collection 

with summarization of those methods that were not described in the original collection.  

 [Output_code_summarization_2]: OpenCV source code (*_annotated.cpp) methods 

developed by Anne with automatic summarization. 

 [Output_ACSL++_annot-gen]: formal annotations (*_acsl.cpp) for the OpenCV 

methods of the constraint solver developed by Anne. 

 [Output_ASFM_doc_to_asfm]: ASFM documentation (*_doc.json) for the classes used 

by the constraint solver developed by Anne. 

 [Output_GSL_formal_debug]: graphical description (*_gsl.json) or the classes used by 

the constraint solver developed by Anne. 

 [Output_code_formal_debug]: OpenCV source code (*.cpp) methods developed by 

Anne and repaired after applying the formal_debug verification (plus ACSL++ 

annotations).  
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4 Use Case C 

MyThaiStar is the reference application that Capgemini uses internally to promote best 

programming practices and the correct use of last technologies. It represents a responsive 

website of a restaurant and includes features like table reservations and take away orderings. 

It’s is developed with Devon Framework, the standard tool for development at the company.  

MyThaiStar has equivalent versions developed for several programming languages, using 

Devon. It has been open sourced and many collaborations and updates are done day after 

day. In terms of documentation, it its extremely well documented, as it is used as reference for 

new programmers to gain knowledge about best practices to develop. 

For this use case, the java part, the angular part and the documentation files will be used. The 

analysed source code is java, while the angular version is used to run a frontend and execute 

testing actions on the running application. Documentation is analysed to detect links between 

source and code. 

Datasets related to Use Case C are available on Zenodo at https://zenodo.org/record/3895790 

and https://zenodo.org/record/3895729. 

4.1 Generation of Use Case data 

My Thai Star project is an existing project that contains around 300 java classes at the backend 

side of the application. This classes are functional and executable; however, they were not 

JML annotated.  

CODE: 

For this use case, a subset of 20 classes were JML annotated. Given the lack of knowledge 

on this topic, initial studies on this technology were performed. Once the technology is known, 

studies on where to include them, looking for the best target, were done. 

The annotations included mostly cover the java controllers, that is, REST controllers, as per 

request of partners, to study possible relations with swagger contracts and automatic 

generation of descriptions for them. 

After this decision, annotations were added to the myThaiStar project. A new fork of the project 

has been created and different JML annotation types are included.  

After that, the complete list of annotated sources, and non annotated files were uploaded to 

the PKM, and a “mythaistar” project was included at the centralized installation at OW2 servers, 

for each partner to make use of it.  

Right now, discussions to include a new subset of annotations are ongoing, to include a 

specific group of validations of interest for this use case, and for the DECODER platform in 

general. 

COMMENTS: 

Traditional comments are present on the code base, mainly with the form of getters and setters, 

and basic descriptions. No extra additions or changes have been requested by partners so far. 

https://zenodo.org/record/3895790
https://zenodo.org/record/3895790
https://zenodo.org/record/3895729
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DOCUMENTATION: 

The documentation section of the project, in the format of a series of markdown documents, 

contains more than 35 files. These pages contain a general description of project, architectural 

diagrams, functional user stories, code organization, execution instructions among others.  

User stories in the form of markdown documents were adapted and uploaded to the PKM for 

internal testing.  

TESTING: 

DECODER has continued development on a scriptless testing tool (TESTAR). For this tool to 

produce results, the application must be up and running including the complete end to end 

operations. The definition of this use case covers only the java side of the application. 

However, the frontend side and the database, must be included to run the complete 

application. 

In the frontend, around 300 hundred angular files exist. They were packaged along with the 

backend and published into the OW2 registry, to run the complete mythaistar web application. 

Those configuration and deployment operations were performed in collaboration with partners 

of UPV and OW2, and now two versions of mythaistar are running there. The two versions 

slightly differ so the TESTAR tool can directly identify changes and possible errors, 

intentionally included for research purposes.  

4.2 Usage of Use Case data 

In this section we include in first place, the usage that tools are doing right now of the sources 

and running application of this use case. 

JavaParser tool: parses the raw source code, and generates three different AST for code, 

comments and annotations. 

JMLgen tool: parses the complete java project and generates new annotations. 

Semantic parsing tool: parses comments and source code and adds additional comments to 

them. 

Traceability links tool: parses the documentation, the comments and the code, and finds 

relations between them, represented by similarity measure.  

TESTAR tool: crawls the web application, once is running and identifies changes between 

versions. It also produces error detection information, according to some HTTP response 

codes (404, 500, …). 

GUI tool: Displays source files linked with the generated artefacts. It orchestrates calls to tools 

to provide ways to include or update artefacts to the project. 

4.3 Data format 

The java parser tool, parses the raw java source code of myThaiStar and produces three 

types of outputs.  
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[Input_source_code_1]: MyThaiStar source code (*.java, Java 11 syntax) stored as json files, 

into the rawSourceCode collection associated to the project. 

[Output_javaparser_1]: MyThaiStar source code AST for java code in the form of json object, 

stored into the collection JavaSourceCode. 

[Output_javaparser_2]: MyThaiStar source code comments AST for java code in the form of 

json object, stored into the collection JavaComments. 

[Output_javaparser_3]: MyThaiStar source code JML annotations AST for java code in the 

form of json object, stored into the collection JMLAnnotations. 

The jmlgen tool parses the java raw source code and generates 

[Input_source_code_1]: MyThaiStar source code (*.java, Java 11 syntax) stored as json files, 

into the rawSourceCode collection associated to the project. 

[Output_jmlgen _1]: MyThaiStar raw source code (*.java) collection with additional JML 

annotations inferred by jmlgen tool. 

[Output_jmlgen _2]: MyThaiStar JML annotations execution results in the form of a json 

collection TestResults. 

The traceability links tool 

[Input_source_code_1]: MyThaiStar source code (*.java, Java 11 syntax) stored as json files, 

into the rawSourceCode collection associated to the project. 

[Input_markdown_1]: MyThaiStar user stories in markdown stored as json files, into the 

Documentation collection. 

[Output_traceabilityLinks _2]: Measure of similarity between the two artefacts in json format 

stored as into the TraceabilityMatrix collection. 
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5 Use Case D 

OW2 provides 4 java use-cases, and most of the java-related data available in the project: 

- Authzforce (https://github.com/authzforce/core), an Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) 

framework compliant with OASIS XACML 3.0. 

- Joram (https://gitlab.ow2.org/joram/joram/), an open source Java implementation of JMS 

(Java Message Service). 

- Lutece (https://github.com/lutece-platform/lutece-core), an Open Source Content 

Management Framework developped by the City of Paris. 

- Sat4j (https://gitlab.ow2.org/sat4j/sat4j), a library of SAT solvers in Java. 

Datasets related to Use Case D are available on Zenodo at 

https://zenodo.org/record/4322471. 

5.1 Generation of Use Case data 

Use-case data was generated by developing specific tools, based on java parsing techniques: 

- For the WP2 datasets, a java tokenizer based on ANTLR4 was developed to generate 

annotations, and extended to provide annotated datasets. The code was made available to the 

community and is in use at TreeLogic to generate more specific data to train their AIs. 

- For the WP6 datasets, a tool to insert JML annotations automatically in java use-cases was 

developed. As it appeared useful to other partners, OW2 committed to provide it as a Decoder 

tool, and package it with the PKM: currently available to the public at 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/jmlgen, with its integration as a Decoder tool in progress at 

https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/jmlgen-pkm. 

5.2 Usage of Use Case data 

The use-case data meets the specifications provided by other partners, to complete their 

research work and train AIs. It was delivered in the corresponding work package and is the 

main corpus of java data available. 

5.3 Data format 

Use-case data are provided in 2 directories, with README files at each level to explain the 

content: 

- NL_datasets directory contains data for AI training (mainly WP2): annotations (encoded java 

files), and annotated datasets (natural language information extracted from the java code). For 

each dataset, one directory per use-case (authzforce, joram, lutece and sat4j) is provided, with 

the data inside in the format requested by corresponding Decoder WP. 

- PKM_datasets directory contains java source code of authzforce, joram, lutece, sat4j, and 

additionally MyThaiStar Cap Gemini use-case, with JML annotations added inside. The JML 

was produced by OW2’s JMLGen tool, specifically developed to fit Decoder data needs. 

https://github.com/authzforce/core
https://gitlab.ow2.org/joram/joram/
https://github.com/lutece-platform/lutece-core
https://gitlab.ow2.org/sat4j/sat4j
https://zenodo.org/record/4322471
https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/jmlgen
https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/jmlgen-pkm
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6 Summary and Conclusion 

This report briefly presents the datasets that were produced by applying the initial version of 

the tools developed in WP2 on the four use-cases of DECODER. These first results are 

encouraging and are available on Zenodo to foster their use outside of DECODER. As 

mentioned in the DoA, they will be enriched during the last year of the project following the 

evolutions of the tools and the experiments made on the use-cases. 
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